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Abstract 
We establish Turakainen’s theorem in the framework of trees; precisely, we show that every 
forest of the form (tlC,(t) > 0) (LZZ an R-costed tree automaton) coincides with a stochastic 
forest, i.e. a forest of the form {t ( C,(t) > A} with 9 an actual double stochastic tree automaton 
and 2 a cut-point. 
As an application we obtain some remarkable closure properties concerning stochastic 
forests and languages. 
0. Introduction 
Turakainen has shown that the “positive part” of a rational series r, i.e. the language 
{w 1 r(w) > 0}, coincides modulo the empty word with a language {w 1 s(w) > A} where 
s is the function computed by an actual double stochastic word automaton and 1 is 
a suitable cut-point (cf. [S, lo]). 
This result is an effective tool used to get some interesting closure properties for the 
hardly manipulating family of stochastic languages. 
The purpose of this paper is to transfer Turakainen’s theorem in a higher complex- 
ity level, that of trees. 
Stochastic tree automata were introduced in [6] where the basic properties of the 
functions they compute are examined; it is shown, for instance, that stochastic tree 
functions form a convex subset of the space of all tree functions as well as they are 
closed with respect to composition with a tree homomorphism. 
Also, a stochastic forest, i.e. a forest of the form {tlf(t) > 2) withf stochastic tree 
function, collapses to a recognizable one, whenever its cut-point 1 is isolated [6]. 
The present paper is divided into three sections. In Section 1, we prove two 
(necessary in the sequel) results concerning costed tree automata (also called linear 
representations in [ 11). 
The first one states that the function G: T, + IR computed by such a tree auto- 
maton is upper bounded by a (tree) geometric progression, that is the following 
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holds: 
[G(t)1 c M1+SiLe(f), M real constant. 
As for the second result, it ensures that the support of a Q-costed tree function 
equals the support of a Z-costed tree function. 
In Section 2 the next important result is established: from any costed tree automa- 
tion d we can construct an actual double stochastic tree automaton 9’ such that 
C,(t) = mli’ll [C,(t) - J.] for all te T, - Co, 
where m and 0 Q L < 1 are appropriately chosen constants and 11 t I( denotes the 
number of symbols of C - Co occurring in t. We immediately deduce that the three 
families of forests 
- stochastic 
- double stochastic and 
- positive parts of costable tree functions 
are identical. 
Then we prove (Section 3) that H-STOCH, the family of K-stochastic forests, is 
closed under top-catenation and intersection with supports of K-costed tree functions, 
as well as under union with Q-supports. 
Applying the frontier operator, from the above results we yield interesting “byprod- 
ucts” such as: the catenation of a H-stochastic language, with K-rational langauge, is 
a frontier of a K-stochastic forest. 
As usual, TX denotes the set of trees over the ranked alphabet II; = C,, u C1 u ... 
u CN; subsets of Tr are termed forests (over Z). For details we refer to [3, 51. 
1. Tree automata with costs 
Given a finite ranked alphabet C and a ring Dd, a C-tree automaton with costs in H, 
is a triple 
d = (Q, a, f) 
formed by a finite set Q (the states) and a functionf: Q --* H (final costs); the moves of 
d are described by the family of functions 
cz,:Q”+ HQ @EC,, n 2 0). 
For ql, . . . . q., q EQ and OEZ,, the scalar txm(ql, . . . . q.)(q) is the cost of the move 
ql.. .q. S q. The tlO’s are naturally extended into functions 
ii&(WQ DdQ (UEC,, n 2 0). 
by setting 
&(x1, . . . . x,)(q) = 1 xl(ql)...xn(qn)ao(q~,..., 4.)(q), xiEKQ (1 < i G n). 
st.....q,EQ 
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The reachability map h&: TX + KQ of d is given by the inductive formula 
h&(a(r,, . . . 5 0 = %Ab(~l), . ..> bht)) 
where ~EC,, (n > 0) and tjE TX. 
The tree function computed by d, C,: TX + K is then 
C,(r) = 1 Mr)(q).f(q). 
qEQ 
Two such automata d and ~?8 are said to be equivalent, if Cd = Cs. 
Call a function G: T, + K costable if G = Cd, for some K-costed C-tree automaton 
d. When taking costs in the field of real numbers R, the absolute value of the values of 
a costable function is exponentially upper bounded with respect o tree size; precisely: 
Proposition 1. For each costable function G: T, -+ R we canjnd a real number M > 0 
such that 
IG(t)l < M l+size(f) for all TV T,, 
where size(t) is the number of symbols of C occurring in t. 
Proof. Consider an R-costed C-tree automaton d = (Q, U, f) such that G = Cd and 
Put 
N = max{Icc,(ql,..., q&)1, If(q)IlaEL (n 30) and ql,...,qn, qEQ) 
and 
K = card QdegZ, 
where deg C denotes the maximal index p such that C, # 0 (called the degree of the 
alphabet C). It holds that 
jh,(t)(q)l < (KN)S~‘~@) for all TV TI. 
The desired inequality follows by taking M = KN. 0 
The result below has to do with Q-costed functions (Q is the field of rational 
numbers). 
Proposition 2. For any costable function G: Tr + Q, there exists a positive integer 
m such that the function 
tHG(t).ml+~i~eW 
takes integer values and is costable. 
Proof. Assume that G = Cd for a Q-costed C-tree automaton d = (Q, c(, f) and let 
m be the least common multiple of the denominators of the next finite list of rational 
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numbers 
%&l, -a*, aJ(d,fh) with -L (n 2 Oh a7 cQ. 
Then the Z-costed C-tree automaton 33 = (Q, fi, g) with 
has the announced property. Cl 
Corollary. For any costable function G: T, + Q, we can determine a positive rational 
6 with the property: for any tree t lying on the support of G 
IG(t)l , 61 +Size(t) 
recall that supp(G) = {t 1 G(t) # 0). 
Remark. Costable functions were introduced in [l] by means of an equivalent 
formalism; the reader is referred to this work for additional information. 
2. Stochastically costed tree automata 
We fix our finite ranked alphabet C. 
A stochastic tree automaton (STA) is an R-costed C-tree automaton 9 = (Q, rc, q), 
where the function q : Q + R takes exclusively the values 0 or 1 and the move functions 
rc,:Q” + RQ 
are subjected to verify the conditions below: 
(sr) for all ql, . . . . qn, qEQ and 0~2, (n 2 0), 
(sz) for all ql, . . . . qnEQ and GEE, (n B 0), 
c %7(qr, a.., 4”)(4) = 1. 
qEQ 
Proposition 3 (cf. Louscou-Bozapalidou [63). F or any tree t E T,, z9(t) is a stochastic 
Q-vector and 0 < +(t) < 1, where 7~: Tz --) RQ is the reachability map of 9 and CB the 
function computed by 9. 
Forests of the form 
are termed stochastic. 
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The family of such forests properly contains that of recognizable forests, whereas 
Theorem 1 (Louscou-Bozapalidou [6]). If,? . IS an isolated cut point of the STA 9’ ( i.e. 
there exists E > 0 such that IC,(t) - 2) > E for all t E T,), then F(9, 2) is a recognizable 
forest. 
A stochastic tree automaton 9 = (Q, rr, q) is said to be 
(i) actual, if all numbers in (sr) are strictly positive, 
(ii) double stochastic, if next condition is fulfilled: 
(s3) 1 %(CI 1,...,qi-1,P,qi+l,...,qn)(4)= l 
FQ 
for any choice qj, q E Q (j # i) and any place i (1 d i 6 n). 
Remarks. (1) We should notice that stochastic tree automata are the natural general- 
ization of string stochastic automata (cf. [S]); to see this we only have to consider 
monadic ranked alphabets with just one symbol of rank 0. 
(2) The probabilistic sinking automata of Magitor and Moran (cf. [7]) differ from 
the ours on axioms (sl) and (So); the corresponding axiom used there is the “global 
summability” condition 
c %(qr, ..*, 4.)(q) = 1. 
q,,...x GEQ 
(3) STAs can be defined relative to any subfield ft6 of the reals R; we then speak of 
K-STAs, etc. 
Our objective in the present paper is to transfer an important theorem due to 
Turakainen (cf. [S, lo]) into the framework of trees. 
Theorem 2. Let 06 be a subfield of R. From each K-costed C-tree automaton 
d = (Q, a, f) we can construct an actual double stochastic Z-tree automaton 
9 = (Q’, 71, n) with card Q + card Z0 + 3 states, such that for all trees t E TX - ZO, 
C,(t) = m”“‘(CB(t) - A), 
where m and 0 d 2 < 1 are efictively determined constants and )I t 11 denotes the number 
of symbols of C - Z,, occurring in t E T,. 
We need two auxiliary results. 
Lemma 1. Any K-costed Z-tree automaton ~4 = (Q, cq f) is equivalent to another one 
93 = (0, /?, f) satisfying the conditions 
CP~(...,ri-1,r,ri+l,... )(r’) = 0 at any place i (1 d i < n) 
*eQ 
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and 
Proof. We adjoin to Q two new states pO, p+: 
Q=Q~Jo,P+) 
and define for all ~EC, (n > 1): 
lL(q 1, . . . . q.)(q) = @,(qi, . . . . 4.k) ifall qi, qEQ, 
P& 1,...,d(p+)= - ~~,(q~,...,q,Nq) ifall qiEQ, 
+Q 
elements of Q 
a(< I1 
(- l)” C %( *..Y qil, ...Y qi,, . ..)(P) if PEQ, 
0 ..*, 0, ..*,Po, . ..NP) = a,64 
t t 
ilthplace ixth place i (- l)K+i q FE2(...3 qij, oe.3 4i,, .**I(41 if P = P+. ’ 1, 
In all remainder cases /I,(pi, . . . . P,,) = 0. 
By construction LLY satisfies the announced conditions. Further, for each c E Co we 
set 
S,(q) = c&d and /GO) = PAP+) = 0, qEQ 
and 
f(Po) =fbJ+) = 03 &m =f(clX qEQ. 
Using induction on the size of t E TX we show that 
MN4 = Mr)(q) for all qE Q. 
In fact, this formula is true for t = CEC,, whereas for t = a(ti, . . . . t,) ((TEC,, n > 1, 
tj E T,) we have 
MJ(r1, . . . . r,))(q) = ~~~L(tl)(r~)...h~(t.)(r”).~~(r~, . . . . r,)(q) 
= h,(o(t1, . ..) rJ)(q) + A + 4 
where A (resp. B) is a sum of terms having a factor of the form h,(ti)(po) (resp. 
Ba(...,P+, *.* )) which obviously is equal to zero. Consequently, 
G(r) = C Mr)(r)._T(r) = 1 kAt)(q).f(q) = C,(r), 
4 wQ 
that is, Cr = C, and this completes the proof. 0 
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Lemma 2. Let d = (Q, LX, f) be a K-costed C-tree automaton satisfying the following 
conditions: 
(i) for all c E .ZO, 
2 u,(q) = 1 and 
4EQ 
(ii) for all o EC, (n >, 1) and qj, p, q E Q, 
(l) C~EQ%( ~~~~~i-l,4~4i+l~~~~ )(p) = 0 at any place i (1 < i < n), 
(2) c pGQ%(ql, -..) h)(P) = 0. 
Further given a real number 5 we dejine the tree automaton ~43 = (Q, B, f) by putting 
PC= E, for all cc&, 
Mq I? .*.> qn)(q) = %Y(q1, .**2 q”)(q) + 5 ((TEL,, n 3 1, 4iEQ). 
Then for all trees t E T, - CO, the following holds: 
h,(t)(q) = h,(t)(q) + <““‘(card Q)llrii-‘. 
Proof. By induction on 11 t/I; assume that I( t 11 = 1, this means that 
t = O(C1...C,) (gEC,> CiEC,) 
and so 
b(t)(q) = kAt)(q) + 
( ~,EQ 
1 @,I (41) 
)*-'(:QMcn(qn')t 
= h,(t)(q) + 5, 
where assumption (i) is used to deduce the last equality. 
Without any loss of generality, we can write any tree t E T, - C,, in the form 
t = o(c1, ..., c,, L+1, ..*, Cl) 
with CJ E C, (n 3 1) CUE C, and 0 < II ti II < It t I/ for i = K + 1, . . . , n. 
Then 
b(t)(q) 
= c cr,,(ql)...cr,~(q,)Ch,(t,+l)(q,+l) + 5”‘=“(cardQ)“~“-‘l 
41,. ..quEQ 
~~Vdt,)(q,) + 5”‘~“(cardQ)“‘~‘-‘l Cc(dql, . .. . q,,)(q) + 51 
= kzJt)(d + 5 IIt.+,‘/+...+ “t.‘l+l (cardQ)ll'~~,l+~~'+"'~"+'"-"' 
x (card Q)“-” + A + B. 
Every summand in A has a factor of the form 
C h,(ti)(q) 
4EQ 
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which by assumption (ii) (2) equals to zero and every summand in B has a factor of the 
form 
Sa,( ...? 4, . ..) 
which again is 0, because of (ii)(l). 
Hence, the final sum is equal to 
h,(t)(q) + t’l’l’(card Q)‘I”I-’ 
as desired. 0 
Now, we are ready to give the proof of Theorem 2; it will be done in four steps. 
Proof of Theorem 2. 
Step 1: We introduce (card&) + 1 new states 
4+r4elCE& 
and we define di = (Qi, ai, fi) by setting 
QI =Quk~+b~b~cIc~W~ 
.f1(4+) = 1, f1M= 0 for all qEQ, 
fl (qJ = 
i 
1 whenever C,(c) > 0, 
0 otherwise. 
Moreover (al)E = qc, for all CEC,, while the moves of d, are given by 
(&)&l, ...Y q.)(q)=a,(ql,...,q,)(q) ifq,qiEQ, 
(a1),(...,q,...,q0...)(q’)=aa(...,q,...,a,,...)(q’) ifq,q’EQ, 
(Cll)a(...,P,...,qc,,...)(q+)= CClb(...,P,...,a,,...)(q).f(q). 
wQ 
In all other cases (al)a equals 0. 
A straightforward calculation shows that 
{ 
0 if t = CE.&, and C,(c) = 0, 
C,,(t) = 1 if t = cEC,, and C,(c) >O, 
C,(t) if tE T, - Co. 
Step 2: Applying Lemma 1 we get from .&‘i an equivalent (H-costed) tree automa- 
ton &Z = (Q2, a2, fd with Q2 = Q1 u {po,p+}: 
~Z(PO) =_L(P+) = 0 and ./Z(P) =fi(d for all p~Qi, 
(clZ)c = qc for all c E & 
and a2 verifies the conditions stated in that Lemma. 
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Step 3: Since dz satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 2, we obtain a new (K-costed) 
tree automaton dJ = (Q3, OCR, f3) with 
Q3 = Q2, f3 =.L, (cd, = qe for all ce& 
and 
@3)O(PI, . ..> P”)(P) = (dAP1, . . ..P.)(P) + r> 
where 5 is chosen to be so large that all costs (a,),(~~, . . . , p,)(p) are positive. Then for 
all t E Tz - Co the following holds: 
h,,(t)(p) = h,,(t)(p) + (c~rdQ~)““‘-~5”“’ 
Step 4: Finally, let cc44 = (Q4, ad, f4) be the (K-costed) tree automaton having the 
same state set, final set and constants as dj: 
Q4=Q3> f4={4+b{qcIG(c)>O), b4)c=(~3L CE~,. 
Its moves are defined by 
(~4LAPl~~~~>P”)(P) = (car;Q4,i @3MPl> . . ..P”)(P) 
Then x14 is by construction an actual double stochastic tree automaton 9 and for 
tET, -Co, 
1 
h,(t)(p) = (cardQ4),,,,(<,,’ h.h(t)(d’ 
Taking into account that card Q4 = card Q + card CO + 3, and 
1 f4(p) = Y d (card&) + 1, 
we get that for all t E Tz - C,,, 
1 1 
c9(t) = [< cardQ4] litli cd(t) + card Q4 
or 
G(t) = $ C,(t) + k 
with m = 5 card Q4 and ;1= y/card Q4. q 
The positive part of a costable function G: Tz + [w is defined to be the forest 
{t E Tz 1 G(t) > 01. 
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Corollary. The three families below 
(i) K-stochastic forests, 
(ii) double K-stochastic forests and 
(iii) positive parts of K-costable functions mutually coincide and we denote by K- 
STOCH this common family. 
Proof. One direction is easy: if 
F = {t E T, 1 C,(t) > A) 
is a stochastic forest, then 
F = {te T,l C,(t) > 0} 
with d = 9’ - A. To prove the converse, we consider an arbitrary R-costed tree 
automaton d = (Q, a, f) and the associated actual double stochastic B having the 
property of Theorem 2. Then for t E T, - Co, 
C,(t) > 1 iff C,(t) > 0. 
On the other hand, if c E Co is such that C,(c) > 0, then C,(c) = 1 > A and vice versa; 
in other words, 
F(B,A)= {tic,(t) >O}. 0 
3. Applications 
In this section we apply our Theorem 2 (or rather its corollary) in order to get some 
closure properties of stochastic forests; then, projecting by the frontier operator we 
obtain nice results concerning languages, 
By M-SUPP we denote the family of supports of costable functions G: TE + M; we 
simply write SUPP for the case H = R. 
Proposition 4. It holds that 
K-SUPP E H-STOCH. 
In particular, any recognizable forest is (lK-) stochastic. 
Proof. Let G: T, + K be a costable function and 
F = (te T,l G(t) # 0). 
Without any loss, we may assume that G takes non-negative values; indeed by 
Proposition 5.1 Cl], the function 
GOG: TX + K, (GOG)(t) = G’(t) B 0 
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is costable and has the same support as G. Hence, 
F = {t~T~lG(t) >O}. 
Consequently, according to the previous corollary, 
FE K-STOCH. 
Our last assertion comes from the fact that any recognizable forest is the support of 
a certain costable function. Cl 
Proposition 5. Let F1 E K-SUPP and F2 E K-STOCH; then for any symbol IJ E C2 the 
forest 
a(F,yF,)= (~(tl,t,)lti~Fiy i= 172) 
(called a-top-catenation ofFI and F2 [3]) belongs to K-STOCH. 
Proof. We have 
F, = {r~ Tz I GI (0 f O>, F2 = {t~T~lG~(t) >O} 
with Gr : T, + D6 costable (i = 1,2) and G,(t) >, 0 for all TV T=. But as it is shown in 
[l, Proposition 6.51, the function 
o(G1, GZ):Tr:+ K 
defined by 
~(GI, G,)(t) = 
G,(t,)* G2(t2) whenever t = c(tl, t2), 
o 
otherwise 
is costable an we have 
a(G1, G,)(t) ’ 0 
iff 
I = o(tl, t2) and Gl(tl).G2(tZ) > 0 
iff 
r = o(tl, tz) and G,(t,) > 0, G,(t,) > 0 
i.e. iff 
r = a(tr, tz) and tl~F1, tz~F2. 
In other words, 
a(Fi, F,) = @I c(Gr, G,)(r) > O> 
and this completes the proof. Cl 
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Proposition 6. The intersection of a support with a stochastic forest, is again a stochastic 
forest. 
Proof. We omit the proof. 0 
Proposition 7. The union of aforest FE STOCH with aforest R E Q-SUPP, is a stochas- 
tic forest, too. 
Proof. Let 
F = {t [G(t) > 0}, R = {t [G’(t) > 0} 
with G: T, + Iw, G’: Tz + Q costable and G’(t) 2 0 for all te T,. 
As we have seen in Proposition 1, there exists a real number M > 0 such that 
[G(t)1 < M1+Size(*) for all tcTr. 
Thus, the function G: Tz + lF8 with 
G(t) = 
G(t) 
Ml+SiZe(t)’ 
tcT, 
is costable, F = {t I c(t) > 0} and 
[G(t)1 c 1 for all tETz. (1) 
On the other hand, by virtue of Proposition 2, from the function G’ we can construct 
a costable function c’: T, + Z with the property 
{t I c’(t) # O} = {t I G’(t) # 0) 
and G(t) 2 0 for all t. We have 
(G + G’)(t) > 0 iff G(t) + G’(t) > 0 
from which, if we take into account (1) and the fact G’(t) E Z for all t, we equivalently 
get 
G(t) > 0 or G’(t) > 0, 
that is, 
F u R = {t I (e + G’)(t) > 0) 
and the proof is completed. 0 
In [8, Theorem III, 4.51 a Q-stochastic language L is provided, whose square LL 
fails to be Q-stochastic. 
At a first point of view, therefore, we have to expect a few things about catenation 
closure. 
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However, the frontier technique allows to get some interesting results in this 
direction. 
First of all, we recall that the function “frontier” fr: Tz --$ C,* is recursively defined 
by 
- fr(c) = c (cEC,), 
- fr(a(r,, . . . . t,)) = fr(tt) ... fr(t,), 
that is, to any tree corresponds the word obtained by catenating its leaves from the left 
to the right. 
Next the following holds: 
Proposition 8. For any rational function r : Co* + K, the composition r 0 fr : T, + I6 
(rOfr)(t) = r(fr(t)), JET, 
is costable. 
Consequently, the inverse image fr-r(L) of a K-stochastic language L E C,* is a 
H-stochastic forest. 
Proof. The first half of the proposition has already been proved in [2]. 
Next, by virtue of (word) Turakainen’s theorem 
L= {wECO*Ir(w) >O} 
with r: C,* + M rational. Then r 0 fr is costable and 
fr-‘(L) = {rET,jfr(t)EL} 
= {tETzlr(fr(t)) >O} 
= {tETzI(rofr(t) >O}. 
Hence fr - ’ (L) is, by Theorem 2, a f&-stochastic forest. 0 
Let us denote by K-SCf the family of languages that are frontiers of H-stochastic 
forests (called K-stochastic-context-free). 
Combining the previous proposition with the obvious equality L = fr(fr - l(L)), we 
immediately deduce the inclusion 
K-Stoch E K-SCf. 
Moreover 
(e) 
Proposition 9. The catenation of a K-stochastic-context-free language with a K- 
rational language (i.e. a support of a K-stochastic function [S]) is again a K-stochastic- 
context-free language. Because of(e), this holds in particularfor Dd-stochastic languages. 
Proof. Let L E C,* belong to K-SCf and A4 G C,* be K-rational; then 
L = fr(F), FE K-STOCH and fr - ’ (L) E K-SUPP 
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so that, for any symbol QE C2, the forest a(F, fr -I (L)) belongs to K-STOCH and 
therefore 
ML = fr [o(F, fr-r(L))] E K-SCf. 0 
The same technique is applied to show 
Proposition 10. (i) The intersection of a K-stochastic-context-free language with a 
K-rational one, is again K-stochastic-context-free. 
(ii) The union of a M-stochastic-context-free language with a Q-rational one, is 
a stochastic-context-free language. 
Remark. Since by [S], the frontiers of the recognizable forests are exactly the context- 
free languages, similar to the above results can be stated by replacing “H-rational” by 
“context-free”. 
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